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are to envision your ideal forest retreat? Coming close
to picture perfect, this intimate woodland paradise captures and captivates the best of both worlds with nature
extending her infinite charms within the modern conveniences of home.
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What began as a retirement getaway swiftly
became a weekend retreat amidst the beauty of Tofino,
just a stone’s throw from the beach. Shared and enjoyed
with a large extended family, this unique lofted bungalow
exhibits a warm beauty with contemporary appeal permeating every corner of the home. Prettily placed within
dense, old growth cedars and hemlock, the home appears
to blend organically with continuous natural elements,
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contributing to its inimitable setting.
The client, who sought a home that would take full
advantage of the area’s amenities, desired a relaxed and
informal lifestyle. Well-appointed and designed with
abundant, view-scale windows and terraces, the home
includes outdoor shower with surfboard and wetsuit
storage that almost takes you by the hand to the beach.
Designed by Blue Sky Architecture and built by Coastal
Construction, this timber frame retreat does more than
provide show home attractions; it nurtures its west coast
rainforest landscape.
Building well-articulated custom homes since 1992,
Coastal Construction keeps quality on schedule with
dedicated and long-term in-house trades that ensure
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attention to detail is as precise and accurate as their
budget estimates. “We do everything in our power to
make sure that the job runs smoothly,” states Coastal
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Construction president Brad Johnson. “Communication
is key as most of our clients are out of town, so we consistently share photos and send updates in addition to our
detailed monthly reports.”
Desiring something decidedly different, the client was
intrigued by the warmth of log home and timber frame
styling but wanted something more contemporary. The
home features curved walls, a shed roof and dormers,
and efforts were made to embrace the landscape with a
concave façade that envelops a giant cedar. The hybrid
timber frame design with stick frame construction offered
more flexibility in options and ultimately created a home
of singular connection to the land and the homeowner’s
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lifestyle. Affording a seamless transition of landscape,
indigenous plantings further provide colour throughout
the year.
Exhibiting 2,100 square feet of enticing interiors in addition to veranda and garage areas, the home is an outdoor
enthusiast’s paradise. “It was great to have a homeowner
so adventurous and interested,” states project manager
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Troy Freeborn. “In Tofino we have a niche market that
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we are proud of and are well known in the
area for our high standards, having built
several homes in remote locations for clients mostly from Vancouver and Calgary.”
Timber frame components celebrate its
rainforest setting with the exposed rafters,
beams and support posts all cut from
Douglas fir, extending from the interior
of the home to the outside covered verandas. Reinforcing the home’s connection
with nature, cedar is used for the exterior shingles, round posts, flush sidings
of the outdoor rooms, garage doors and
all of the door and window trim details.
Complementing its facade, a shed dormer
and standing seam metal roof are accented
with copper downspouts, with comprehensive style.

coastal construction builds
the west coast’s very best homes.

Pennsylvania bluestone surfaces most of the main floor, creating a continuous
flow within the main common areas of the home, and extends out to the
sky-lit, covered verandas, further unifying the indoor and outdoor spaces.
Bluestone is also used to embellish the asymmetrical fireplace, which features
a fir mantle and a poured-concrete hearth. Further enhancing the warmth
and character of the home, fir is used extensively for the interior finishing,
including the staircase, ceiling decking, doors, window casings, and living
room millwork.
“We were quite involved in the entire process,” admits the homeowner. “The
design is satisfying on many levels with extensive windows and the vaulted
ceiling carrying light throughout the home and the wood detailing bringing
nature inside our threshold.” Hosting great views from every room of the
home the homeowner adds, “I wouldn’t change anything—it’s small enough
yet big enough for all of our needs.”
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